Box of the Week #2

Stamps: Haunt Ya Later 139696 (w) 139699 (c), Happy Scenes 139821
Ink: Black Stazon 101406, Memento 132708
Paper: Happy Haunting DSP 139584 (6 x 6), Very Vanilla 101650 (scraps & 1/2 strip), Pumpkin Pie 105117 (scraps for punch)
Accessories: Simply Scored Scoring Tool 122334, 2” Circle Punch 133782, 2-3/8 Scallop Circle Punch 118874, Craft Scissors 108360, Dimensionals 104430, Prismacolor Pencils, Gamsol

Directions:
1. Score the 6 x 6 DSP at 1” on all sides. Score @ 2-1/2 & 3-1/2 on one side.
2. Fold on score lines, trim tabs, place adhesive on tabs and assemble box.
3. Stamp cat image and color with your choice of markers. Cut out with 2” Circle Punch. Attach to a Pumpkin Pie 2-3/8 Scallop Circle and add to box with a Dimensional.
4. Stamp “BOO” and cut out with scissors, add to box with a Dimensional.

See more at: